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Abstract
The heat generation, contact state, material flow and friction coefficient are all intertwined during friction stir welding
(FSW) because of the fully thermomechanical coupling nature of FSW. The value of friction coefficient and the fraction
of sliding will dominate heat generation which is the driving force to make the FSW process successful. This work
detailedly clarified how to roughly estimate the fraction of sliding and friction coefficient at the tool/workpiece interface.
Results showed that friction coefficients in FSW of various materials were in a range of 0.2-0.56. The fraction of sliding
was significantly affected by friction coefficient. The fraction of sliding was in a range of about 73-88% for FSW of
Al1100-H14 alloy and about 38-65% for FSW of Al7050-T7451 alloy. Moreover, the fraction of sliding increased with
decreasing heat input.
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1. Introduction
Friction stir welding (FSW) is quite different from
conventional arc welding, laser welding and electron beam
welding since these employ an external heat source of
specified power, whereas the FSW process itself generates
the heat. During FSW the joining process is significantly
influenced by the heat generation, heat flow and material
flow [1,2]. The heat input is therefore a complex function of
the process parameters, such as welding speed, rotating
speed, materials being welded, and tool geometry. The total
heat input (Qtotal) in numerous thermal models of FSW is
generally estimated by the following expression [3].
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where τcontact is the contact shear stress, ω is the rotating
speed of tool, α is the cone angle in the conical shoulder
surface, Rshoulder is the radius of tool shoulder, Rprobe is the
radius of tool probe, and Hprobe is the length of tool probe.
The contact shear stress, τcontact, is not a constant during
FSW, which depend on which contact states present at the
tool/workpiece interface. Results in open literature [4-6]
have proved that the actual contact state at the
tool/workpiece interface during FSW is a combination of
______________
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τ contact = (1 − δ )τ yield + δµP

(2)

where τyield is the yield shear stress, δ is the fraction of
sliding, µ is the friction coefficient and P is the contact
pressures. In FSW the contact pressure, P, can be
approximately estimated by the following equation [3]:
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sliding and sticking rather than complete sticking condition
[7-9] or complete sliding condition [10-12]. Hence the
contact shear stress at the tool/ workpiece interface during
FSW should be calculated by the following correlation:
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where F is the experimental axial force. It is concluded from
Eqs. (1) and (2) that the value of friction coefficient and
fraction of sliding will dominate heat generation during FSW.
The fraction of sliding and friction coefficient are thus the
most critical part for understanding heat generation in the
FSW process and developing a correct model. Lots of
experimental and computational researches [1,2] on heat
generation, material flow behavior and temperature field have
been performed in the past decade, which have provided
significant insight into the interesting features of materials
flow and temperature distribution, but at the present time few
researchers focus on δ and µ. This work, therefore, aims to
clarify how to roughly estimate δ and µ at the tool/workpiece
interface in the FSW process.
2. Analytical models for estimating δ and µ
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In general, µ was assumed as a constant value in the range of
0.3-0.5 in numerous models of FSW [4,10-12]. Particularly,
Kalya et al. [13] reported that µ range from 0.35 to 0.57
during FSW of 5182 aluminum alloy and from 0.6 to 1.3
during FSW of F-357 aluminum alloy, which is quite
different with the generally assumed values. It is necessary
for understanding the mechanism of heat generation to
estimate µ. Therefore, a following relationship proposed by
Mishra et al. [14] was employed in this work to compute µ.
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Once the µ was determined and the contact condition
was assumed to be complete sliding (δ=1) or complete
sticking (δ=0), the Msliding or Msticking can be calculated by Eq.
(6). In the present research, Mslidin , Msticking and δ under
different process parameters during two aluminum alloys of
FSW were calculated and were shown in Fig.2. It is found
from Fig. 2(a) that Mexp were smaller that Msliding but larger
than Msticking under the same HI. This indicates that complete
sliding or complete sticking is not appropriate for estimating
heat generation of FSW. The combination of sliding and
sticking is, therefore, more suitable as the facts reported in
the literature [4-6]. Furthermore, with increasing HI Mexp and
Msilding decrease quickly owing to the decrease of τcontact
caused by temperature rising. It is observed from Fig. 2(b)
that δ is in range of about 73-88% for 1100-H14 aluminum
alloy and about 38-65% for 7050-T7451 aluminum alloy.
These facts indicate that the relative contribution of sliding
and sticking to heat generation is quite different during FSW
of different materials, which will dominate the temperature
increase within the workpiece depending on the material
being welded and process parameters.

(5)

(6)

where r is the distance of differential area dA to the centre of
the tool.
3. Results and discussion
Friction coefficients, µ, for FSW of various materials under
different process parameters were calculated by Eq. (4)
based on the data available on the open literature [3,15-20].
The relationship between µ and pseudo-"heat input" (HI)
was shown in Fig. 1. HI was given as
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Fig. 1. Variation of friction coefficient with HI in FSW of various
materials. (AI denote in air and UW denote under water)

where Msticking and Msliding are the torque under complete
sticking and complete sliding respectively, which can be
calculated from the following analytical model based on the
shear stress at the surface of the tool in contact with the
workpiece [15].

M = ∫ r ×τ contact dA

2

HI

where Mexp is the measured torque by experiment.
In order to estimate the relative contribution of sliding
and sticking to heat generation, in our previous study [15] δ
was defined as

δ=

0

(7)
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where v is welding speed. It is clearly seen that µ is in the
range of 0.2-0.56 during FSW. Moreover, µ is quite different
under different HI for FSW of the same material. These facts
indicate that changing the process parameter or material
being welded may result in the significant difference in the
contact condition and heat generation during FSW. For
example, the temperature curves obtained [11,21,22] by
numerical analyses under different µ have proved the
remarkable influence of µ on the heat generation. However,
quantitative study of the effects of different variables on the
contact condition and heat generation is significantly
difficult owing to fully coupled mechanism of FSW and lack
of adequate description on the assigning weighting factors to
the interactions among variables. Therefore, in spite of the
apparent simplicity of the FSW process, there are still many
aspects of the process that remain unexplained.
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Fig. 2. Variation of torque (a) and fraction of sliding (b) with HI.
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In order to clarify the effect of µ on δ, Msliding and δ
estimated in this research were compared with the
corresponding results available in the open literature [15] as
presented in Fig. 3. It should be noted that µ in the literature
[15] was a constant (0.5) for various process parameters but
it is varying in this work as shown in Fig.1. It is obviously
observed that Msliding was overestimated in reference [15]
owing to the high value of µ, which resulted in the lower δ.
During the FSW process, the heat generation, contact state,
flow stress and friction coefficient are all intertwined.
Therefore the variation of µ will give rise to the change of
flow stress, the thermal history, material flow, contact state
and vice versa, which are in direct response to the
mechanism of FSW. Friction between surfaces has been
extensively studied in the past and it has been shown that
friction is strongly dependent on local conditions. For
sliding friction between clean metallic surfaces at high
temperatures, the friction coefficient has been shown
generally to decrease with increasing temperature [23]. A
similar work does not exist for the much younger FSW. In
the initial modeling efforts the friction coefficient was
artificially set without any reference. Lots of modeling
efforts primarily relies on either the Coulomb friction model
or the constant shear model. Hence it would be ideal to
obtain the adequate information on the variations of friction
coefficient and fraction of sliding during FSW, which is
most useful for understanding the nature of FSW.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of Msliding (a) and δ (b) with corresponding reported
results.

4. Conclusions
In the present work, the friction coefficient and fraction of
sliding at the tool/workpiece interface during FSW were
estimated. The calculated results were compared and
discussed in detail, which provides the following highlights:
(1) Friction coefficients in FSW of various materials
were roughly calculated and were in the range of
0.2-0.56. Changing the process parameter or material
being welded will result in the variation of friction
coefficient during the FSW process.
(2) The fraction of sliding was significantly affected by
friction coefficient. Fraction of sliding was in a range
of about 73-88% for FSW Al1100-H14 alloy and
about 38-65% for FSW Al7050-T7451 alloy.
Moreover, the fraction of sliding increased with
decreasing heat input in FSW.
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